High-dose interstitial brachytherapy for glioblastoma multiforme.
The long-term prognosis for survival of patients with inoperable glioblastoma multiforme (GBL) is very poor. Conventional external radiotherapy gives only transitory result. This severe prognosis led us to elaborate a high-dose rate (HDR), after-remote-loading brachytherapy treatment protocol: our aim was both therapeutic and psychologic. Five patients with GBL (T1 G4 UICC) were treated with stereotactic biopsy followed by HDR brachytherapy. A unique coaxial after-loading catheter was stereotactically inserted through the center of the target volume. The treatment schedule considered 5 fractions, 5 Gy/fraction at the dose specification surface, 2 fractions per day. The treatment was well tolerated. Tumor progression started again at the 8th to the 16th week from the end of the treatment. ECOG performance status at the 8th week was better than before the therapy in 2 of 5 patients and was stable in 2 of 5 patients. Order neuroperformance status was stable in 2 patients at 8 weeks. At the 16th week there was neurologic deterioration. The average survival was 21 weeks. Our approach seems to be of some interest for the palliation of GBL, and it offers some advantages, in particular regarding the short treatment period. Our procedure can be improved: a multi-catheter implant and a more fractionated schedule could be taken into account.